sipMON
DATASHEET

The sipMON datasheet contains a comprehensive list of features
and their detailed description.

PRICELESS VISIBILITY OF CLIENTS` NETWORK
Warning you before your customers do.

sipMON
sipMON is a network packet sniffer for SIP and RTP VoIP protocol specifically designed to work with PBXware. sipMON is able to handle thousands
of simultaneous calls. It listens on a network interface and analyzes all SIP calls on defined SIP ports. The RTP streams which carry voice are analyzed
for packet loss and variation delay (jitter). Each call is saved to the database supporting ODBC. SIP signalization and RTP packets are saved to an
individual pcap file which can be opened with analyzers such as sipMON GUI.
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MONITORING
LIVE Sniffer
sipMON uses LIVE Sniffer to monitor traffic that is mirrored from PBXware through a port mirroring switch.
CDRs
CDR (Call Detail Record) contains call data and network statistics for every single call that users make. The CDR provides information such as the ID
of a call, starting time of the call, duration, codec that was used in a call, caller ID name and number, MOS score for the call, etc.
Call Filter
Comprehensive filters allow you to search in the CDR database by IP, tel. numbers, qualitative parameters (loss/delay/MOS), codecs, groups and
much more.
Data Transfer
Call data is automatically saved to the pcap file with either only SIP protocol or SIP/RTP/RTCP protocols. Files may be exported to the hard drive at
any moment. Calls with all relevant statistics are saved to the sipMON database.
Jitter Monitoring
sipMON allows monitoring of relevant jitter data for all calls. It uses jitterbuffer simulator to keep both directions of calls synchronized.
Delay Monitoring
Show variable delays delimited by ‘:’. The first number is the number of delays between 50-70ms, the second is between 70-90, next is 90-120,
120-150, 150-200, 200-300, 300-more.
Packet Transfer Monitoring
Show lost packets distribution delimited by ‘:’. The first number counts the loss of one isolated packet. The second is two consecutive lost packets,
next is 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10-infinite lost packets.
RTP Monitoring
sipMON displays a diagram of RTP stream from all IP addresses, callers, and call receivers. RTP stream diagrams are separated for both sources.
Live Calls Monitoring
Real-time monitoring of ongoing phone calls. This feature requires the latest version of sipMON with enabled TCP manager port.
Call Recording
sipMON automatically records all phone calls established over the users’ PBXware. sipMON can also decode speech and play it over the sipMON
GUI or save it to the disk as WAV.

TOOLS
Detailed SIP Messages Flow
Once you locate the CDR that you would like to analyze, you can expand to details view by clicking the ‘+’ sign. This will allow you to see additional
details and analyze the call flow and flow of SIP messages to check for potential issues.
PCAP file Downloadable via WEB GUI
sipMON allows you to analyze PCAPs directly from the web interface or to download them for archiving and additional analyzation. In addition, you
can use PCAP to decode and play calls or display and download a T.38 FAX as a PDF.
PCAP Files Import
sipMON can be used to analyze PCAP files captured with tcpdump or wireshark. You can upload your PCAP files to sipMON from the WEB
interface.

ALERTS AND REPORTS
Alerts
Alerting rules based on SIP signalization criteria (ASR, ACD) or RTP QoS criteria (MOS, Jitter, Loss) will allow you to set up sipMON to trigger
an array of alerts allowing you to react as fast as possible in case of an emergency. In addition, certain alerts and notifications can help you act
proactively to prevent bigger issues.
Fraud Alerts
sipMON monitors all phone calls by picking up on any fraudulent activities from the sniffer and notifying the administrator in real-time, even during
a call.
Daily Email Reports
Daily email Reports are similar to alerts with the difference that the report is sent once per day, and it can generate daily charts based on any
criteria.
Report Generator
The report generator allows users to create a report from historical data based on the preferred criteria.
Email and IP Groups
Groups combine a set of IP addresses/networks, phone numbers/prefixes or emails that can be used in multiple places in sipMON WEB GUI for
easy filtering of data or to trigger alerts. For example, you can add all SIP trunks from your provider to a group which can be used in Alerts or Filters.
In IP groups, users can select the Trunk checkbox to distinguish between internal/incoming/outgoing calls in CDR filters.

OVERVIEW
Dashboard
The Dashboard allows placing panels with various types of data which can be refreshed on a regular basis. The main purpose of this feature is to
have a realtime overview of the whole system or a part of it. You can create your own panel layout templates and load them whenever you need
them. Each user can create their own layouts which will be visible only to them or an admin can create global layouts visible to all users.
Graphs and charts
Charts are used to plot various data sources like the number of concurrent calls or quality of calls over time. Data sources can be combined to one
chart allowing the viewer to see the correlation of desired data sources like SIP 4XX/5XX responses on ASR. The graph itself is interactive – clicking
on a particular legend hides the data source. Hovering over a data source highlights it and shows the local value.

USERS AND AUDIT
Multi-user access
sipMON allows users to define multiple user accounts that have access to data related to those accounts only. Privileges can be based on IP
addresses, telephone numbers and domains. This feature enables you to give administrative access to users but preventing them to access data that
is not related to their company.

ANALYZING EVERY PACKET OF EVERY CALL

sipMON is designed to handle
thousands of simultaneous calls.
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